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Technological development has become a last frontier in 
the Unit ed States . 'lith no new l ands and natural resources 
to serve to replace wealth consumed , the only important source 
of maintaining and raising our standard of living is the dis -
covery of new products . 
The purpose of this paper is to determine , as far as pos-
sible , to what extent resear ch and develop~ent conducted and 
financed by private enterprise in t he United States can be at-
tributed to big business . Specifically , an attempt is made to 
show the degree of correlation bet ween t he size of American 
f~ms and the amount of industrial research and development 
they conduct and finance . In determining this degree, such 
influencmng factors as market structure , growth,and govern-
ment research c.ontracts are introduced to show what degree of 
correlation t hey have to industrial research and development 
expenditures . 
In v;orki ng tonards this main objective , the problems , 
recourses and successes of small fir~s are discussed . Also , 
partict:tlar attention is given to t .~1.e large firm as it compares 
to t he small f irm and the relation of Goverrr ent research and 
development contracts to industrial research and development . 
1 . 
CHAPrER I - RESEARCH & DEVELO Th 
Research has marry dii'f'erent connotations and it is there -
i'ore necessary to present a definition hich will cover those 
areas which this study "Till encompass . There are three phases 
involved in bringing the initial idea to t e f'inished practi-
cal method , process or product . The i'irst of these is basic 
or i'undame tal research. "Funda ental research is the inves -
tigation of the :fundamental la~s and phenomena of nature and 
t he compilation and interpretat ion of' information on t heir oper-
ation. (1) 
he second phase is applied research. Applied research 
may be defi ned as • • • "the extension of basic research t o 
the determination of generally a ccepted principles with a view 
to specif'ic applications , generally involving the divising of 
a specifi ed novel product , process , technique , or device . (2 ) 
The last of the three phases is devel<lpment . This third 
phase may be def'ined as • • • "the adaptation of' research :find-
ings for experimental , demonstration, or clinical pu.rposes , in-
cluding the experi ental production and tes t ing of models , 
II 
devi ces equip~ent , materials , procedures , and processes . (2.) De -
ve l opmental research differs from applied research in that 
work is done on products , processes , techniques , or devi ces 
that have previously been dis covered or invented. 
(1) #11 , P. 6 
(2 ) #25, P. 1 
hroughout , 
this paper , the phases will orten be rererred to collectively 
as RD, meaning Research and Development . ' 
Research and development is done by individual inventors , 
industria l research associations o~ a whole industry , special-
ized institutions (profit or non- profit seeking), government 
research laboratories , and corporations . Since this study 
refers to American Industry , only the last category will be 
considered directly and all others will be considered only where 
they relate to the corporation RD. 
Research and development takes on a clearer picture in 
its relation to industry w _en the whole procedure of an in-
dustrial firm is viewed . ' Below is a general outline of the 
procedure . 
CHART 1 
Basic Research 
APPlied Research 
Development 
Production 
Sales (1) 
It must be realized that this is a highly simplified 
chart and a great deal o~ expense and time is usually involved 
be~ore the whole procedure can be brought to its completion.' 
"DuPont is said to have spent twelve years and $27 million 
be~ ore it sold its firs'!j pound of nylon in 1940. ·" (2) Of 
(1) #11 , P. 4 
(2) #40 , P. 843 
cnurse all developments do not necessitate such an elaborate 
progra:n but a period of' at least five years gestation is usu-
ally required. (1) 
Vith such a long period of' fruition required to realize 
a profit , it is next necessary to un erstand the reasons why 
a company ;ou~d be 'ii7illii'..g to plovi back a per centage of its 
sales dollars for research and development. Some of' the rea" 
sons industrial f irms turn to resea r ch are outlined below. 
"1. To cure existil~ troubles and ntusances in colLnec-
tion with materials , processes, products , and services , and 
to anticipate and prevent such troubles . 
2. To reduce t he costs involved in the use of' ~naterials , 
processes , products , and services . 
3. To improve t he quality of' existil~ materials , pro-
ducts , and services . 
4 . To develop new uses for existii~~ materials , products, 
and processes . 
5. To develop suitable substitutes for existing mater-
ials , products, processes and services . 
6. To develop new materials , processes , products , and 
services . 
7 . To improve manufacturing techniques or processes •' 
8 . To make use of' by- products otherwise wasted. 
9. To amass technical information leading to a better 
understanding of' a material process , or product . 
(1) #ll , P. IO 
10 . To contribute to the common store of technical 
knowledge , with the ultimate motive of increased markets 
through better standards of living . ·" (1) 
These objectives may be classified into two general cat-
egories; RD is done either to realize increased sales of ole 
or new products or decre~sed production costs . Companies that 
are concerned with consumer goods manuf'acturing are more likely 
to have their rD programs oriented toward developing improved 
products , while the RD programs of companies that produce basic 
materials such as sulfuric acid are entirely devoted to decreased 
production costs . 
Industrial firms have seen from experience that their in-
vestments in research are not ~asted .l Although accurate measure-
ments of returns per research dollar are difficult if not im-
possible to obtain, Lionel Edie has found certain trends which, 
even if evaluated with a degree of conservatism, show that 
spending for research contributes to growth., According to Edie 1 
who related research spending to expansion programs among a 
number of large firms , companies that plow back 3fo to 4fo of 
their sales into RD tend to have a yearly growth of 1~~ , where-
as the national average is about 3fo growth per year. 1 (2) It may 
be argued that these industries are growing for other reasons , 
but it is reasonable to assume that to some extent RD has con-
tributed to growth and profits . ' 
In making a study of RD in American Industry , some refer-
(1) f.t-38 , P. 4 
(2) #10 , P. 126 
ence should be made to the patent system. · hen an invention 
is considered new , useful and actually works t he patent offi ce 
grants a monopoly to the inventor for a period of 17 years . 
The patent laws were designed t o protect a producer from com-
petitors who might attempt to i mitate t he same new technology. 
They are justified on t :1e groLmds t ba t t ~1ey encourage t :1.e fi -
nancing of industrial research and deve~opment and t he intro-
duction of new i ndustrial vent ures . (1) 
llhile t he laws of f er an i ncentive to D f'inanci..Ylg , t hey 
r~ve been abused i n a number of ways . These abuses i nclude 
the prolongi ng of t he patent monopo.ly through t '1e a cquisition 
of impr ovewent patents , restrictive licensing to ot~er pro -
ducers,and t~e accumulation of patents by the larger corpora-
tions whi ch may secure f or t hem an almost unlimi ted monopoly 
power . Also , t he above evils are combined when patent pools 
are set up among a group of f irms holding int er dependent pa -
tents . (2 ) Neither tne extent of the problem nor itS possible 
solution can be resolved here . They are pointed out i n order 
that the reader will be aware of t hem when considering t he 
major points of this paper . 
The next step in this study is t o consider the scope of 
RD in American Industry. The most co:pl ete information on t his 
subject is for the year 1953. In a survey conducted by the 
u. s. Dept . of Labor , t he f ollo Yi ng was found : Private I ndustry 
(1) #12 , P. 140 
(2 ) #12, P . 148 
perf'orms two thirds of' all research and development in t he 
natural sciences and engineering conducted in the Unit ed 
States .~~ In 1953, industry ' s RD activities cost approxi-
mately $3. 7 billion out of' a total of ore than $5 billion, 
v;hich represented t '1e national expenditures for RD work con-
ducted by all types of organizations, including Sover~ent. 
agencies ar~ educational and other nonprofit institutions as 
well as private business . (1) In terns of' the scope in this 
work t he f'ollowing fact speaks f'or itself . "Companies with 
RD programs employed 3 out of' every 5 workers in manufacturing 
industries in January, 1954. ·11 (2 ) 
Another pertinent fact is that nearly 20 , 000 companies 
contributed to RD in 1953 ; 15, 990 did it with their uwn.fa-
cilities (exclusive of' enterprises having f'ewer than 8 em-
ployees , scientif'ic and engineering consulting f'irms, com-
mercial laboratories and a f'ew othe r types of business not 
covered in t _e survey). 
Although research progra~s are carried on in most in-
dustries , there are t hose industries wbich carry on the greater 
part of' all RD. About nine - tenths of' the total cost of' indus-
trial research and development was accounted f'or by the f'ollow-
(1) #36 , P. 3 
(2 ) #36 , P.! 4 
~•Less complete information on D in American Industry is 
available for 1957 in t he 1958 Statistical Abstract of the 
United States . (P. 500) I t indicates that RD spending has 
doubled since 1953 , and a greater percentage of' t he total is 
being done by private enterprise . 
7. 
-f 
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Aircraft and Electrical Equipment Industries have 
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ing nine industries; aircraft , electrical equipment (these 
two industries accounted for 40 percent of the total) , motor 
vehicl es , chemical and allied products , machinery , professional 
and scientii'ic instruments , petroleum, telecommunications , and 
fabricated metal products . · (1) From the above statistics , it 
can be seen that research and development constitutes a sub-
stantial segment of the American economy. j 
(1) #36 , P . 4 
CHAPI'ER II - THE S~;JALL FIR 
In the area of research and development , small firms 
play an important part . "Nearly 14, 000 of the approximately 
15 , 500 companies doing RD work in 1953 were in manufacturing 
industries , and nearly 12 , 000 (85 percent) of these manu-
facturers had 8 - 499 employees . (1) However as chart 3 
shows , the small firms which are included in the first two 
categories do not proportionately stand up to the larger 
firms . The purpose of the first part of this chapter will be 
to try to explain the reasons for this fact .; 
As was pointed out in the 1'irst chapter there is good 
reason for a firm , intent upon pursuiD~ an ambitious busi-
ness program, to conduct some research. t This can hold even 
greater weight for the small firm. "Almost all large com-
panies programs.began with the employment of a few scien-
tists whose successes were important factors in their growth. " 
(2) J . B. Sutherland put it even more strongly: "A product 
development program is as necessary to the success of medium-
size and small companies as it is to the success of those 
larger firms who pibneered the field . But this effort is not 
primarily a defensive tactic . Through creation of new pro-
ducts and new product lines, a company is presented with one 
of its best opportunities to expand and profit . " (3) These 
opinions have been presented to point out the value of RD. 
(1) #36 , P. 3 
(2) #22 , P. · 46 
(3) #30, P. 7 
I 
CHART 3 
Proportion of Companies Conducting Reaearch and 
De•elopement ia Greater Among Large than Small 
Companies Though Absolute Number is Smaller 
Companies 
with ••• 
Companies conducting 
Research or Development 
ea percent of ell Com-
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11. 
The next step is to determine why the small firms don't take 
advantage of it . 
To the small firm, there are two major problems to face in 
deciding whether they can embark upon an RD program. The firs t 
of t hese is the problem of the size of the companies • market .1 
If a firm operates within a restricted market , as is often the 
case with small firms , it faces the probability of' not only em-
barking into an unknown field of business , but also of being 
forced, with few exceptions , to expand its market . "The pro-
ducts of research are practically never products for a particu-
lar local demand , but are products which require national or even 
international distribution. " (1) However , this in itself cannot 
explain the relatively low percentage of small firms doing re -
search. ~ If the owners of a small firm have the opportunity t ~ 
make greater profits , the above limitations would never hold 
them back. 
It is t he second problem, a lack of venture capital , which 
keeps the small firm from expanding its business into D func-
tions . As t able 1 indicates the average small f irm has lower 
profits . Also there is another factor which tends to hinder 
their RD programs . In a survey conducted by t he national 
Association of Manufacturers , it was found that 
(1) ·#4 , P. 59 
12. 
TABLE 1 
i 
Manu:ractur:ing Corporations.: 5 t year average of' annual 
profit rates after ,taxes , by size of' corporation, January 1951.-
'· 
June 1956 
(Prof'its as percent of stockholders ir1vestnent) 
,. 
Asset size class 
All asset sizes 
Over $100 million - - - -
$50 to $100 " 
$10 to $50 
" - - -
$5 to $10 II - - - -
$1 to $5 If 
- - - -
$~ to $1 tJ - -
Less than $i " 
- - - -
- - -
- - -
- - - -
- -
- - -
- - - - 11 .~ 
12 . 8 
- - - -
10. 6 
- -
10. 4 
- - -
9. 4 
- - - -
B.G 
- -
7 . ~9 
- - -
6. 9 
Source : Federal Trade Commission - Security and fucchap~e 
Cor:u:nissi on uarterly Financial Reports for ·sanufacttU'i· g Cor-
porations . J.957. P. 14. 
among those firms which did conduct RD programs , smaller firms 
must employ a lar0 er percentage of their sales dollars on 
their programs in order to uake t hem workable . As can be seen 
.from Chart 4 , beyond the sales volwne o.f . 1 million t he per-
centage of research spending reaches a stable level at be-
tween one and two percent . For firms below t his level in 
sales vollLme , the greater a.mount of f unds needed is at least 
a full percentage point above larger fir ms . Just what actual 
minimwn dollar f i gure is ne cessar y to undertake and properly 
perf·orm research and development cannot be determined from 
t he chart but it does show that the small firm is taking a 
much bigger gamble than t he lar ge firms . In fact , it is often 
t he difference bevneen profits and a deficit . 
Faced with this often i nsurmountable problem, the small 
companjs management must , in t he words of F . E. Lewis , pro -
ce 6.e along t he follo i ng lines . "The part of management that 
is charged with directing t he smaller company ' s activities 
in diversification and growth mus t assume the responsibility 
of getting t he maxi mwn efficiency out of the dollars spent in 
developing nffiq products , and t he development dollars spent on 
new ideas must shm7 an early return in the form of increased 
sale s and profits . As a result of t he financial limitations 
on risk capital available for new ventures in the smaller com-
pany , most of t he new idea s or proj ects carri ed pas t the ini-
tial screening s tep mus t have a better t han average chance of 
ultimate success . 1'dstakes are permit ted - without some mis-
14. 
C!-iART 4 
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15. 
takes there is not progress - but they must be small in finan-
cial magnitude ." (1) · 
Another, more conservative view of overcoming the same pro-
blem is presented by us sell F. Bichov1sky : "it must keep equip-
ment and sales costs low and stocks almost zero; it must be 
prepared to come out every year or "ore often with something 
new. It must , t heref'ore, concern itself' Vii th a field where a 
steady output of ne-w products is possible , not only producing 
new products but new needs . Also , " t he business of t he company 
must be such an intimate part of management that as new uro-
ducts develop the company will be flexible enou.gh to change and 
develop V'Ti th these products." (2) 
c. A. ~iiken takes an opposing vievr to the above : "In the 
planning of a program for diversification and growth , it is a 
most important cons iderati ~n to t he 1nanagement of a smaller 
company that the development of either a new market or a complete-
ly new product for an existing market is usually much more ex-
pensive , contains more risk , and involves a great many more 
chances for going up blind alleys t han the entry of t he com-
pa~~ into an existi~~ market vdth a product indentical to that 
of its ~ompetitors . Consequently , the smaller company should 
probably place more emphasis on this latter type of develop-
ment ." (3) 
In regard to t his area of risk taking , there is one phase 
(1) #30 , P. 10 
(2) #4 , P. 67 
(3) #30 , P. 10 
16 .: 
which can be somewhat alleviated• As hinted at be~ore , small 
~irms may be deterred ~rom research, because even i~ they did 
develop something , they might not be able to ~~ord t he cost , 
or ~ace the rruany other complexities o~ development and market-
ing.! This cannot be considered a signi~icant factor for the 
following reason. ' "There are numerous cases where a smaller 
~irm has sold its ideas to a larger ~irm , better able to ~­
~ord, or more competent in, development . •" (1) 
The last reference I would like to bring out is considered 
not because o~ its validity but because it points out the ex-
treme views taken by some experts when it is suggested that 
small ~irms embark on RD programs . It states; ''U research is 
to be undertaken in the small company with any hope of succes s 
it cannot be undertaken as a by-~roduct o~ some special line 
or as a side issue . · It must be the chief business of the 
company." (2) 
Thus , the small ~irm must face some very di~ficult pro-
blems i~ it wants to benefit from constructive research and 
development .• There are two decisions t hat have to be made by 
the small firm in regard to research. " The ~irst is whether 
to attempt any research at all ; the next whether to hireJthe 
research facilities outsi de t he company, or whether to build 
a laboratory o~ t heir ovm. " (3) With regard to external 
sources o~ new ideas there are the f ollowi ng possibilities;; 
(l) #18 , P. 164 
( 2 ) # 4 , P . 59 
(3) # 4 , P. 58 
1 7. 
10 customers , 2 ) raw materi al suppliers , 3) competitors , 
4 ) other industries which do not fit into any of the first 
three categories , 5) research institutes , 6) various govern-
ment agencies , 7) college research departments , 8 ) engineer-
ing c ::>mpanies and 9) consulting firms . (1 ) Out of this entire 
list , there are but three general areas vrhich can be considered 
to have any vlide spread signif'icance . These are the industrial 
laboratories whose arran3ements are given below. 
11 1. Cooperative laboratories supported by a group of 
mam .. lfacturi11..g I"ir:ns interested in a common i ndustry , t .he fi -
nancial arrange:nents being made t l.1r::>ugh a trade association, 
either pre - existent or formed for t.he purpose . 
2 . Consulting research laboratories maintained as pri-
vate ventures and carrying on research \70rk at f'ixed rates or , 
if the work is a success , of a percentage of the profits . 
3 . Technological research institutes maintained by an 
independent body such as a university but in which the re-
search ·work itself' is financed by industrial f irills to whom 
belong the results obtained , this i"inancing usually taldng 
the for::1 of i ·1dus trial fellowshi::_Js founded for s pecif ic in-
vestigatio~s ." (2 ) 
So~e of' t he advantages trade association research haS: to 
oi~fer industry are as f ollo·ws : 
1 . "Trade Association research offers a way .for small 
(1) .ff30 , P. 12 
(2 ) #20 , P. 85 
18• 
manufacturers to tackle industry wide problems that are too 
large for individual manufacturers; also , association research 
offers a method of providing some research to small manufac-
turers rather than none at all. 
2. Trade association research can be done at a minimum 
cost because duplicating research eff'orts are eliminated. 
3. Trade association research expands markets and pro-
tects present markets thDough improvements of present pro-
ducts and development o.f new products •'" (1) 
To the smaller trade and service establishments the 
trade association offers a definite defensive aid if not ex-
pansion possibilities . "Undoubtedly much of the loss of rela-
tive position by the local stores as compared rdth the national 
stores and mail order houses is due to the fact that these stJres 
not only can sell more cheaply because of their greater buy-
ing and selling voll.lDle , but also because of the fact that 
their goods are more modern in. design, better in quality , and 
often include exclusive items developed by their own research 
or by exclusive arrangements with manufacturers and research 
laboratories .'! (2) Cooperative research may prove to oo the 
salvation of' the small independent businessman. , 
To the small firm uhose markets are not limited to 
(l) #19 , P. • 37 
(2) # 4 , P. · 60 
19. 
local demand, trade association research has definite limita-
tions . Small firms often work in a specialized field and trade 
association RD is impracticable because research value in a 
given line or business is competitive. A firm wants improve-
ment in its proauc~ in order to get an increased share of 
the total market . 11 It is alright to share the results of' your 
research with someone in a different tovm but to share the 
advances of' a method or product v;ith one v1ho competes is quite 
a different matter •. 11 (l) It is therefore necessary .for competi-
tive firms to cooperate on more funda .:.:1ental work rather than 
processes and design,Here again problems are involved. 
"Funda ental scientific research is a difficult and slow 
business, from which little can be expected fo::> 1uany years , 
and t he 011~y product i'ro.J. such a laboratory at the beginning 
would be therefore a number or papers published in the scien-
tific press and vTritted in a l anguage 11i1.ich 1.1ould be incompre-
hensible to II18.ny of the business::nen who had each year to pay 
their assessment i'or the support or the work." (2) Eventually 
the coop l•:. \ring siP.all business might get i'ed up , and prefer to 
direct its funds into vTOrk r.1ore closely related to the business •. 
The difficulties do not stou here . The following statement 
points out another major problem. "The Ford 
(1) I 4 , P . 61 
(2) #8 , P . 40 
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,rotor Company or General i/(otors Corporation can virtu.ally le~.r 
an assessment for the central service against every unit sold 
through- out the orga1uzation. In a trade association , on the 
other hand , members tend to shrink from paying f"or co- operative 
resea:rch , partly from fear that t heir competitors , nho l1ave re -
:fused to support it , will share equally in benefits rvith those 
v1ho have paid. 11 (1) 
Because of these often prohibitive obstacles, small i'irrns 
usually turn to other outsiue sources . he consult il.'J.S J -.a,.. 
oratories offer aid in the follovving situations : 11 1) i5hen 
the company itself' does not !Ilaintain a f'ull - ti.!le research 
staff , 2) V.;'hen t he project being considered requires fresh 
ideas or wider experience than is a ailable wit.Din the compru1.y , 
3) \"hen the job can be done 1:ore economically elserr~1ere , e . gl, 
costly additional equipnent vrould be required , 4) '.;hen the pro-
j ect itself, is the source of considerable differences in opin-
ion within company circles and i 1depend.ent evaluation is de -
sired. 11 (2 ) The real advantat;e t :mt co:nsultiY1..g f'irrJS offer ilhe 
small f"ir::1 that the Trade Association cmmot , is that patent 
riohts g o to t he sine;le sponsoring firm rather than to a group 
of firms rrho compete . 
To t~e small company, the consultiY1~ firm is not the 
cheapest v1ay to operate , or too most eff'icient , but it has 
the advantaoe of providing terninal f'acilities . A research 
(1) #8 , P . 33 
(2 ) #14 , P. 65 
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laboratory , if built by the firm , is Sill'.ken capital , but work 
done for the firm by a c or~ultins laboratory can be stopped 
anytlme it does not seem profitable . ' Claude E. kedean , pres-
ident , Arizona Research Laboratories states , ~~'Ne offer the 
small company a staff service which can be terninated at will . 
This is of great value . The small concern does not have to 
worry about carrying salaried men or expensive equipment after 
the job is finished •. " (1) 
Even to the small firm (as well as the large) which has a 
research laboratory , consulting firms offer dollar saving func-
tions . A business may be doing RD work within the firm but 
run into problems on the borderline of the company ' s activities . 
Exploratory ~rorl{. done outside can be undertaken in order to 
provide the basis for a decision as to whether the conpany 
shm.J~d initiate a research program in its ovm laboratory. As 
f' r as the cost involved is concerned it is possible f'or a 
small company to carry out tbi s kind of' a program at an an.n.ual 
)25 , 000 per project . (2) 
An example of hovr a consulting laboratory can serve a 
small firm can be seen from the follovTing exauple . 
"The Haskell Company , a foundry and a smll- size producer 
of' special alloys has .frequently relied upon the results o.f 
research to expand and diversify its business . As one of its 
projects , it engaged a consultant to find out whether there 
(1 ) -/f27 , P. 63 
(2) #21 , P. 150 
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was a basic principle for electric heatin; of metals that had 
been overlooked and that could overcQme the limitations of the 
submerged- resistor, induction ft~nace. A careful study re-
vealed that there was only one possibility , heating with high 
frequency currents . Development work foll~wed , and, after an 
interval of perhaps 8 - 10 years (frequently a requirement for 
successful basic research) and the active cooperation of two 
large firms in the electrical field, the method was perfected 
and exploited. By now, basic patents have expired, and the 
method is in widespread use , but meanwhile , Haskell enjoyed the 
substantial financial benefits of its licensing." (1) 
The third major external facility offered the small firm, 
the university type laboratory, can supply much the s~me ser-
vices that the consulting laboratory offers. In the case of 
the university, work is done for a specific firm , and like the 
case of a private consultive lab, patent rights are retained by 
the sponsoring firm. In fact , university and consultant functions 
have been conbined to do RD work in a unique way. The following 
example illustrates the point . 
"Pacific Airmotive Corporation, a S!nall aircraft company, 
set upa part time Research Advisory Committee made up of col-
lege professors and outside engineers, giving it a status 
similar to a Board of Directors, anC:. !~tt:t~· it into their 
organization just below the president . . This committee, which 
(1) #28 , P. 3 
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reports to the President, meets periodically to review progress 
in the various fields of aircraft research. In addition, its 
individual members are called in to tackle specific problems , 
working several hours , days, or weel~s , as may be necessary. !~ (1) 
Despite the apparent valuable assistance accruing to the 
small firmcwhich relies on some form of external research and 
development , consulti11..g firms account .for a IIDm.or portion of 
the small firms' RD work. The reported research and develop-
ment expenditures for 1953 in nonprofit institutions and com-
mercial laboratories were $77 million. · •• 1 about 62 percent 
of which derived from governmental contracts.'" (2) These figur.es 
would be even lower if large firm outlays were excluded. 
These figures take on greater significance , when , as Table 
2 shov1s , small firms conducting research and development pre-
fer to make use of their ovm laboratories , and do not llla.ke up 
for their disadvantages of size by us ing outside facilities . : 
There are certain reasons which apparently make internal RD 
more advantageous , as was pointed out by Dr . , R. s. [ees: 
" Vhen an industrial research laboratory is supported by a 
single manufacturer it will be part of the competitive system 
of the industry , so that the manufacturer will be stimulated 
by competition against rival manufacturers in the same indus t r y 
to use his laboratory to the utmost extent . • Moreover , to a 
(1) ~16, P. 104 
(2) #35 , P . i 21 
TABLE 2 
COHPANIES CONDUCTING OR FINANCllJG RESE.ARCH1 AND DEVELOPMENT BY SIZE OF COMPANY 
Size of Company All C omoanies 
either c.oD.duc ting 
or finan;!,ng RD 
Number Per.c.errt; 
All Companies 19 , 240 100 .. '0 
8 - 99 employees 11 , ,990 " 
l00-499 employaes 4 , ,740 
" 
500- 999 employees 1 , 070 
" 
l , 000-4 , ,999 employees 1 , 050 II 
5 ,,000 or mora employees 400 II 
Percent. of comnanias which.. -
Condii<ited--RD Both. Conducted Financed RD 
in. own facll- RD in own fa.cil- done b_.y O L}.t -
~tias only ities and £inane~~ s~da organi-
a<i RD done_ outside za tio.IiL onl· 
60 •. 8 20 .. ~ 19. 1 
65 . 6 l4 .. l 20. 13 
5 7 .. 4 21. 2 21. 4 
50 . 4 37. 6 12.0 
44. 0 46. ·9 9 •. 1 
26.3 68 •. 6) 5 . 1 
Source : #36 ~ P .. 10 
ro 
If:>. 
• 
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single manufacturer a laboratory has a considerable advertis -
ing value , and it ' s possession is commonly used to instill con-
fidence among his customers in the products of the factory . 
It also serves as a school for the training of skilled techni-
cal employees ·who can be trans.ferred to other branches of the J 
business when necessary. F4nally , a private laboratory can be 
entrusted with trade secrets of great value and can often take 
a valuable part in the executive direction of the business , 
especially where new products or methods are being considered."(l) 
No external source of RD can possibly fulfill all , if any , of 
these advantages . 
I n keeping with the financial limitations of the small 
firm , its laboratory structure would have a .comparitively simple 
organization,as is indicated in the ideal one shown bel~ . 
Cf!...art 5 
Small Company esearch Organization 
President 
I Outside ConsultantH Director of Research 
Product Development Engineer Test EP.gineer 
Assistant Assistant 
TD~~ org~zation would be employed by a firm whose out -
la.y on RD would amount to .,. 40 , 000 per year , havLng annual sales 
of from one to t wo million dollars . The department 's duties 
(1) #22 , P. 47 
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would include t he developing of product s pecifications and con-
trol of manufacturing quality , and outside consultants would be 
utilized to provide s pecific technical knowledge not available 
within the organization.! (1) 
As fur ther insight into the way in which the small firm 
must and can make up for financial difficulties in its research 
department , , the following example of a steel valve firm, the 
tenth largest in a competitive industry , shows how it makes up 
for its inability to afford many s pecialists . 
"Researchers have to be versatile , interchangeable in var-
ious jobs around the plant . Development engineers , for example , , 
s" ould be able to go out into t he shop after developing a new 
product and desigh the tooling to produce t he product . en 
who may s pend one day with a slide r ule making statistical 
computa tions on the basis of laboratory tests should be able 
to go out into the field the next day to inspect and evaluate 
the performance of valve installation." (2) 
To the firm which has decided to "take t he plunge " into 
this fiield, a recent government study drew the following con-
clusions regarding t he proper steps to be taken. The conclu-
sions were as follows : 11 lake a start by having one man rork o_ 
R & D problems on a part time basis . As you progress , shift to 
a full - time man and expand t he organization to a formal group . 
(1) #22 , P. 47 
(2) # 2 , , P . 186 
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.. hatever the system, the researcher should report o~~y to top 
management . 11 (1) 
To t_e small business man,the material in th~s chapter 
would often present a discouragir~ pi cture, but there are cer-
tain advantages which do stand in ' is ravor . First , when set~~-
ting up his own laboratory he has two appealing advantages in 
obtaining a good scientist or scientists ; individual re cogni-
tion is more likely in the small firm and there is often more 
opportunity for the person to work on a project by himself. (2) 
Secondly , in using external facilities , financial necessity 
dictates savings . 11 I t avoids the capitalization costs of a 
large l aborator ·, and , by applying its research budget to a 
specific problem, it can accelerate t~e rate of progress on 
that immediate problem "~Hi thout large outlays for an in- company 
research staff or specialized pieces of equipment •• lso; ·very 
few , if any , of the larae co~nercial laboratories or research 
institutes vdll undertake an assignment for a private contractor 
without a reasonable assurance of the profitability of its 
success . That professional assurance is , in itself , an in-
valuable asset to the s~ller companies . It can spare a small 
company f·rom incurring a heavy financial loss by embarking on 
an idea which looks good in theory but which , in the opinion 
of teclmical experts , is not likely to payoff ." (3) Relatively 
speaking , it means greater savings than it does to the large 
(1) #13 , P. 24 
(2 ) #13 , P . 24 
( 3) #1 , P. 1:8_ 
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~irms . -~ith these closing statements, the next step is to 
examine these large firms . · 
29. 
CHAP:rER III - THE LARGE FIRM 
The larger firms show a more impressive record in regard 
to research and development than t :1e smaller firms . As table 
2 in chapter I sho~s~ the companies conductil~ research and de-
velopment included only 10 percent of all manufacturers wit h 
8 - 499 employees in the United Stateslbut almost 95 percent 
of those having 5 , 000 or more workers . 
Another indicative measure of large firm supremacy can be 
seen in Cn..art 61 which points out tha.t research and development 
activi t ies are concentrated in the large companies to a greater 
extent than production or industrial a ctivity as measu~ed by 
employment . I n manufacturi~~ as a whole , companies with 5 1 000 
or mor e employee s di d over 70 percent of t he RD worlc (measured 
in terms of 1953 c.ost) , whereas their sl1are of manufacturi ng 
employment was not quite 40 percent . ' In contrast , firms with 
less than 500 employees accoQ~ted for only 10 percent of the 
RD cost , though they employed 35 percent of all workers in man-
ufacturing . Breaking dovvn the industrial picture into industries, 
Chart 7 shovrs t .ha t in virtually every indus try group large 
firws cont ribute to r esearch and development . 
I n keeping with their greater financial resources~ the lar ge 
firm can afford to have a more expensive and diverse research 
organization as Chart 8 indicates . This department could be 
employed by a fir:n vri th 500 or more employees , enploying the 
team approach on a successful ly smaller s cale dovm to indivi d-
3 0 . · 
----- - ·- -- --------------. 
CHART 6 
Large Compan6es have Greater Share ot Research and 
Developement Cost than of Employment. 
Manufacturing Companies with 
8 - 99 Employees 
100 - ~99 Employees 
500 - 999 Employees 
1,000- 4,999 Employ~es 
~,000 or more Employees 
. . 
- ------- ----
auearoh 
u4 
Dnelo~~ 
I~~ 
Source: #35, p.I4 
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CHART 7 
Proportion or Small Companies with Resear•h and Develop-
ment Programs Varies among · rn~str1es - Nearly all 
large companies have such programs. 
Industry 
Aircraft 
Jtlectrice.l 
:lquipm.ent 
Chemicals 
Professional 
.t Scientif i c 
Instruments 
Mechioery 
Rubber 
J'abricated 
Jlletal Products 
Primary 
Metal• 
Compenie~ Conduct!~ RD+ ~• a percent of all ~iea in 
GiTen Industry and Size Groupe. (I953) 
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ual work'!""" whichever is more suitable . 
I n the l arge company , more so 'than ·with the small firm, 
the question arises as to what criteria is involved in t1edevel 
of expenditures for RD. The general categories are as follows: 
"1. Company resources , including creative and supporting 
technical personnel , researcL ideas worth.pursuing , funds and 
facili ties for research, and capital ror exploitation of re -
search results . 
2. I mmedi ate company needs , i ncluding t he solution of 
problems arising in production or resulting from customer pre -
ferences or desires , which call f'or process or product improve-
ment or for new product s . 
3. Company aspirations with regard to expansion or steady 
grovith, which a f'fe ct plans _or t l1e development of new products 
and processes and for diversification of product lines . 
4 . Th.e nature of company products or processes and the de.-
gree of their dependence upon scientific i nformation and tech~ 
no logy. 
5 . Manage::1ent attitudes toward research. 
6. • Environnental factors s uch as the business outloolt for 
t he given industry ; t he nature of competition affecting company 
products; availability of resources , including manpovrer , capi-
tal , and basic resear ch fli1dings ; t he expected size of future 
Government research contracts ; and Government policies affect -
ing research." (1) 
(1) #36 , P. 43 
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numerous as these ~actors are , the underlying motivation 
~or research and development activity in private industry is 
apparently supplied by the competitive situation in which com-
panies operate . In the survey conducted by the Bureau or Labor 
Statistics the ~allowing ~act was discovered. "Research o~.fic:ials 
in virtually all industries cited competition as an important 
consideration - o~ten the overriding one - in appraisels o~ 
company research needs . " (1) 
However , serious charges have been matle against the larger 
~irms concerning the reasons .for the level o~ their expendi-
tures . : c. A. Wiken bas made the ~ollovring charge : "Research 
has become a ~ad , the thin~ to do , the chrome trimming on the 
co:porate structure. 1 Some companies count the number o~ re-
search people and .facilities they possess as an army top ser-
geant counts the hash marks on his sleeves . There is the reel-
ing that , just by "doing research, " something is going to hap~ 
pen that will make the company px>o~itable . ~ " (2) D •. B. Hertz 
phrased it more subtly: 11 I t may be that the use o.f res earch 
personnel is base~, not so much on need , as on some social 
grov;th ~actor within a given research department . , As sales 
increase , so do the research organizations increase , within 
acceptable limits . " 
These statements may have more than a grain o~ truth, 
since , as was pointed out e~lier , the benefits of a research 
program 
(1) #36 , P. 43 
(2 ) #30 , P •. 14 
are hard to measure . In the Bureau of Labor Statistics sur-
vey out of a group of 200 large firms interviewed only about 
a fourth o~ the companies had developed formal methods of 
such an evaluation. "They depend largely upon judgemental 
appraisals of the contri~tion of research based on such 
information as the proportion of total company business , the 
percentage of total products on the narket, or the number of 
patents granted which can be t raced to the company's research 
effort . Some judgements are based upon even more general 
criteria , such as the success of new products or the general 
progress of the company. " (1) 
These factors give rise to doubts concerning the ~alue 
of the RD work done by the l e.rge ~irms . It has been suggested 
that those firms which have the zreatest interest in establish-
ing a better position in a particular industry are nev1er and 
smaller firms , striving to break into a market, or interested 
in expansion by offering something different, and also firms 
which find themselves slipping back , and which may introduce 
some radically new idea in an effor t to restore their position. 
The following example is cited: 
"A number of large motor - car firms are ostensibly interest-
ed in the possibility of using gas turbines. But it is doubt-
ful whether research in this direction is being pushed very 
energetically by many firms and for obvious reasons . It is 
(1) # 36 , P. i 42 
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far from certain that the gas turbine will ever prove suitable 
for the motor car , its introduction would presumably call for 
very great changes in car design , the cost of it ' s manufacture 
might be high; and it is not evident that the total sales of 
cars would increase in consequence . All these risks might be 
taken by so e nev; firm which could find a way into the market 
only through an innovation or by a firm hoping to stage a re-
~overy . But for established fir~s finding no difficulty in 
disposing of their output t' e judicious attitude might well be ; 
not themselves to force the pace , but to keep in touch with 
what is going on and never to fall so i'ar belUuld t lJB.t , if' needs 
be , they could not quickly bring themselves abreast of' important 
changes."(l) 
I n line with this example , E. D. Domar has suggested that 
the following donditions exist . "In ahighly competive indus-
try, postponement of the change to the new pvoduct (until 
equipment producing the old one is considerably depreciated) 
~Y be dangerous , because other fir~ may make an earlier 
start and capture our firms market . Also , if our firm has 
co~~~ded a small part of the total market , the loss from elim-
inating itself will appear small as compared with the possible 
gains from new conquests. On t he other hand , if our firm al-
ready possesses a sizeable part , if not all , of' the market , 
then there isn ' t much to conquer, and the loss from scrapping 
bulks large ." (2) 
(1) #18 , P. 131-132 
(2) #17 , P. 36- 37 
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I n defense of' t he large firms the f ollowing argwnent has 
been made . " In the modern industry shared by a fevv large firms , 
size and the rewards accrueing to market power combine to in-
sure that resources .for reaearch and technical development ·will 
be available . The povrer that enables the f'irm to have some 
influence on prices insures that the resulting gains ·will not 
be passes onto the public by imitators (who have stood none of 
the costs of development) before the outlay for development 
can be recouped. I n t ~1is way market po·wer protects the in-
centive to technical development ." (1) 
At the same timelthe view has been taken that the largest 
and unchallenged firm has the best RD program. It is first ad-
mitted that I 1 • •• • "t he emergence of product competition in 
some degree may provide an especially strong incentive for the. 
competing firms to develope new products , and to adopt them as 
they become available . On t he other hand , it is .felt that 
• • • "the individual ol:lgopolist subject to product tiv.a:::..ry-
:B.r~ other .firms in the industry may .find t he adoption o.f new 
products , and the expenditure on developing them, more risky 
or potentially less profitable than the monopolist vrould since 
•• success.ful innovations may be quickly imitated by rivals . (2 ) 
Probably the most significant opinion concerning w1ether 
a monopolistic or an oligopolistic market structure is the more 
ideal .for a good RD program has been given by James s. Duesenherry. 
(1 ) #12 , P. 93 
(2 ) #3 , P. 328- 329 
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"In a simple monopoly situation , t he speed of replacement and 
the average intensity of utilization of equipment are det·ermin-
ed in such a v:ay as to equate the prospective rate of return 
from further investment to the return required to n::ake t he 
firm willing to take additonal risks ." But in an Oligopolistic 
situation , each firm must also be concerned about the rela-
tions between its costs and t he costs of its rivals . I f firm 
A can improve its products quality through research , firm B 
must be prepared to follon or lose a share of its mar ket . 
Since research projects can be concealed from rival firms , a 
firm can hope to build up a sizeable concealed cost adva~tage 
or get ahead of its rivals in t he development of new products . 
Since a loss in sales ca~~ot be replaced by merely mat cbi~~ 
t he rival . fir~ ~ore popular product , t~e oligopolist may be 
forced to carry on t : e more intensive RD program. (1) 
The question of what lind of marltet situation would make 
compani es promote t he most ef'fective RD progr ams cannot be 
fully resolved here1 but it ca'Yl. be poi nt ed out ·what t he large 
firm does have to offer the erican "'conomy in t he v;ay of RD. 
First , t . ere is t he obvious point t hat , given the strong ele-
ment of chance in invention , the l arger firm can better afford 
to carry t he cost o1 numerous , inevita failures ui t ' t he pro-
ceeas of a fev1 sporadic successes . (2) But t J:1is advantage does 
not stop ~ere . T~ere is a grea t er probability of returns re -
(1) , P. 130, P. 132 (2 ) 18 , P. 163 
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su~ting .from the .fact t~t 1 "all t:1e practical uses which will 
emerge from any one research are impossible to predict; and 
the greater the variety o.f business ::ires in whi c~1. t~1e i'inan-
cial backer o.f research has iro1~ , the greater the probabili-
ty that .b.J.s research will turn up so~e sort o.f discoveries 
Yrhi ch he can use .for prof'it . 11 (1) Thus, the vertically inte:;. ~ 
grated big .firm can gamble where the small .firms, horizontally 
related , have bigger odds agali1st them. Al1other exclusive 
advantage of' the large .firm, is that some nevi products may be 
developed only a.fter years and expensive operations that the 
small f'ir:n could not af'f ord . "Krilium, the soil conditioner , 
was .found in the Monsanto Laboratories only a.fter hundeeds of' 
mate!'ials had been sy:'1thesized within the general g oup where 
success seemed likely. " (2) 
ii:oreover , the argUIJent that , VJith increased technologi-
cal cot'lplexit i es , the oig f'irms are the only ones able to 
a.ff'ord itJ is probably aften true . In our continued battle 
to increase the benef'its accruing to the Ar.1erican public; 
automation o.f.fers the best lm.oww so_ution , and automation is 
being introduced to research and development as this follow-
ing example shovis : 11 • • • v;e c ome to tlle Design :.::a chine , nhich 
may be t he most e.f.fective proposal of' all .for speeding up me -
cr..anical research ru1d develo)ment . O.f course this will not 
be a machine to _vplace imagination and judge~ent, but rather 
one to take ove:· most oi the mathematical and mechanical opera-
(1 ) #8 , P. 34 
(2 ) #18 , P. 69 
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tio:ns of the drafting department and model shop. It will con-
sist of a centra.l computer system, control station automatized 
machine shops , and a tape - output unit to produce control tapes 
for automatic factory tools . In using a Design ~c:Ltne , en 
e~~ineer vall first describe the shape of a mechanical part , 
introducing this information quickly by pressing keys and mov-
ir..g levers : The mac.'-J.ine then trarislates this into its orm 
internal mathematical language , a.nd within a few seconds pre-
ser..ts to the operator a stereoscopic picture of the part re-
ceived from any direction specified . Or , within minutes it 
will mac~ine t he part from metal." (1) Other pertinent data 
on this revolutionary mac~ine is that it can be applied not 
only to mechanical development as shov;n 1ere , but to other 
areas including chemistry . 
The Design I.1ac_"l :L.'1e ccm probably be developed 1"/ithin three 
to f·ive years :for a pproximately f'ive million dollars)and vrould 
cost anywhere from $300 , 000 to ·;P800 , 000 per year, depending on 
amount.. of use . Such an innovation can be a.fforded by the larg-
est firms , but small f'irms would f'incl the price tag prohibi-
tive . As was p_ ointed out in Chanter II the s mall 1'irr~ is i'orced 
~ J 
to use its scientists to do lesser jobs in t '1e company vrhile 
the lar0 e f'irm , with this !!E.chine , can alli::Iv.r top scientific 
personnel to e.x~::.e..:.1d t heir full time to r e search. The small 
.firm vvill be able to take edvant:age of this macr.tine through 
(1)#29 , P. · 227 
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outside facilities, but only on a part time basis . 
With these facts in mind , the next step is to examine the 
governments position in relation to the small and large firms . 
CHAPI'ER IV 
FEDERAL GOVE A1 D RESEARCH & D3VELOP11ENT 
The United StateS Government acts as the largest single. 
contributor to research and development in this com1try. ' 
In 1953, over one-third of the RD work performed by pri-
vate industry was conducted for the federal government through 
research and development or procurement contracts - at a total 
cost of ;;pl. \4 billion.! (l) About one-third of this government 
financed research was conducted in laboratories oTined and op-
erated by federal agencies . Most of the 1 .. emairU;ng two-thirds 
was carried out by private industry.: A small amount was done 
by colleges and Universities and other non-profit institutions . 
(2) 
Since government contracts are such an important factor 
in this country ' s RD, it is important to determine what effect 
it has upon industrial research. · Some serious charges have 
been leveled against the distribution of contracts by the gov-
ernment , and the question arises as to whether or not the gov-
ernment is needlessly favoring large firms . In 19511 the Se-
lect Committee on Small Business introduced the following 
information from a study it made . 
"The study reveals a far gre§.ter concentration of defense 
contracts than any government figures have thus fa~ indicated · 
' 
10 large manufacturing companies have bEen handed 40 percent 
(l) #36 , P.l 3 
(2) #36 , P., 10 
of the total dollar volume of defense contracts since Korea; 
50 companies cornnanded almost two-thirds of the dollar volume 
of defense contracts . " (1) 
As recently as 1955, the Department of Defense , the larg-
est single dispenser of research and development funds, is said 
to have awarded less than six percent of its contra~ts to small 
business . (2) Government contracts are awarded on the basis of 
~ 
either the sealed bid method or the negotiation method. The 
law prescribes that under the sealed bid 1nethod awards shall be 
made . ~ • . 1 "to that responsible bidder whose bid conforming to 
the invitation for bids, vdll be most advantageous to the gov-
ernment , price and other :factors considered. " Under the ne-
gotiated method·;t •• •' "contracts negotiated for may be of any 
type which in the opinion of the agency head will promote the 
best interests of the governm.ent . l11 (3) 
11The research and development contracts offered by the De-
fense Department are aw~rded under terms which assure the 
contractor a profit on the work done, and sudh contrac_ts are 
without risk to the contractor .~ As a general rule the con-
tracts require that the government be given the opportunity 
to acquire the patent on what seems a patentable invention, 
only if the contractor does not wish to acquire the patent 
himself." (4) 
(1) #31 , P. ' 1 
(2) # 5, P. 57 
(3) #26 , P.! 127 
(4) #32 , P. 84 
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Government agencies have made statistical studies to de-
termine whether or not small ~irms are acquiring a ~air share 
o~ the contrac ts . Although it vms 1·ound that the worJ:s comPa-
nies with 5 ,000 or more employees did ~or the gove~~ent ~ar 
exceeded the total work done by the mmch greater number of smal-
ler companies, the extent to vvhich company ~inanced RD matched 
or surpassed the government work among the smaller companies was 
less impressive than among the larger companies. Nearly three -
~i~ths o~ the cost of research performed by concerns with less 
than 500 employees was incurred bn goverrunent contracts , whereas 
in larger orgal1izations the proportion was almost one-ha~ . 
(l)This evidence would indicate that although government con-
tracts do not favor the small f·ir!IlS they do hc.ve the ef~ect o~ 
stimulating small company resea~ch to a greater extent than 
the large ~irms . Table 3, (see next page) clarif'ys the point . 
As this chart indicates , whether measured in terr:lS o~ 
cost or employment o~ research men , small firms tend to depend 
upon government contracts to a greater extent than the large 
~irms . There are, however, ~actors worthy of consideration 
which do not show up in the figures . 
Certain industries, especiaJ~y chemicals and petroleum, 
have participated in de!'ense research to a greater extent t11a.Il 
govern:nent cost figures would suggest . This is because some 
o~ the com~any-~inanced research projects have been related to 
defense. 
(1) 7f37 , P. 23 
Less than. 500 
employees 
500-4.999 
employees 
5, 000 or more 
employees 
Estimated total # 
at Research Eng-
ineers and Sci.en-
ti.sts Reported 
10~,999 
20,.499 
64,l96 
Tabla 3 
Government. Ccut.rac:.ts 
Pr1lme 3\lb; 
Cantra~ts Contz.acts 
43.!6'.( 15..~ 
38..1&;( 9.G{. 
46.'8fo 2.~ 
Total :ilLcm 
58.;?{. 
47.9{. 
49.6;' 
Gov't.• 
Contracts 
4l..3,1o 
52.1;( 
50.1~ 
sourca: rr37 • P..l.J_ 
,r::-
Ul 
• 
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probl ems . (1) In these and other industries , compa11ies re -
ceive large orders i'rom the gov ernment on procurement contracts 
which do not specif'y RD work as part or the contractual obli-
gations . Companies may themselves Einance the pro ject . The 
motives for this include not only the hope of obtaining Euture 
procurement contracts but also of maintaining full patent rights 
on developments or of' keeping new processes secret . Since the 
cost of the research is included in the price charged , tne gov -
ernment is in reality supporti~~ the research. The extent to 
which this procedure is carried on cannot be accurately deter -
mined. I f it could be shown that the practice was wides pread , 
among larger fimms, the figures previously cited would require 
alterations . 
Before proceeding further , it should be pointed out tD~t 
although small ~irms may be receiving their share of contracts 
(table 3), medium sized :firms may not be . It has been i'ound 
that in all industries taken together, the average ratio of RD 
cost to sales was 1 . 9 percent for companies with 5 ,000 or more 
employees , as compared to 1 . 3 percent for those with 1,000-4,999 
employees . [hen government supported research and development 
costs are excluded from the figures , the average ratio of com-
pany spending to sales was the same (0.9 percent) for both 
groups . (2) Although this pattern does not hold true for 
smaller firms , it is worth noting the i'act tnat the medium 
sized firms may be los ing ground to larger firms, 
(1) #36, P. 16 
(2) # 36 , P. 35 
-
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because they have been more independent of 8Jvernment contracts 
in their research efforts . • 
In further evaluating the e!.'fects of Sovernr.aent contracts, 
it must be pointed out that t~e contracts must in many cases be 
awarded to large firms, without the cov..sideration of t' e smaller 
firms . Government researdh projects often require such expen-
sive equipmentJand such large specialized staff's.that only 
large compa~ies can undertake them. (1) As chart 3 shows , 
smaller firms get a much bigger share of subcontracts tr~ the 
larger firms . These subcontracts are set up in order that a 
firm~which does not have the facilities to work on a prime 
contract , can share in the benefits the government has to 
offer . V hether or not further steps could be taken to separate 
the contracts J could not be determined from tl1e f i gures . How-
ever , it does seem reasonable to conclude that greater empha-
sis should be placed upon favorir~ t he smaller firms uhenever 
possible . 
As far as the small firm ' s ability to outbid the larger 
companies for contracts is concerned (the method used in a -
wardi11g contra cts nherever possible ) 1 it appears that they can 
stand with the best . In bidding for ae.feJl.Se contracts, the 
small firm gets the bid about 75~ of the time . (2) 
In the area of research and development . in erican 
Industry , basic research has proved to be largely neglected. 
(1) #37 , P. 12 
(2) #7 , P. 34 
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In 1953, fewer than half of the firms with 1 , 000 or more em-
~loyees engaged in research and development. conducted any 
basic resear~h. Among smalle~ companies , the amount doing 
basic research was much lower still. (l) In terms of' total 
dollar figures, private industry spent about $150 million on 
basic research in 1953 , or . 4 percent of the total cost of in-
dustrial research and development . (2) Chart 9 shows the break-
down of industries doing this research . · This fact takes on 
greater signif'ica_Ylce when one realizes , tha t besides the overall 
value of basic research to the future oi' our nations welfare , 
a lack of this research has been a .factor in complicating in-
dustrial programs . (3) 
To a private firm; profits are the overriding motive for 
the decisions made , and with basic research the profits to be 
made from such a program are not very often fully evident . The · 
following considerations have been suggested as being involved) 
when private enterprise does conduct basic research programs . 
"1 . The company plans to diversiiy 
2. The future picture with respect to raw materials 
(their availability , price etc. ) VJ"hich are essential to the 
company. 
3 . The desire to maintain prestige in research as a 
growing and progressive company. , 
4. The realization that capable r esearch men insi st on 
(1 ) #36 , P. 48 
(2 ) #;36 , P. , 3 
(3) #36 , P. 55 
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doing some basic resear ch and that some freedom of action in 
choice of projects . is important to the professional staff. 
5 . · Appreciation of the fact t hat a good basic research 
program is an aid to t he recruitment of competent scientists ." (l) 
The reasons companies give for doing basic reaearch are 
obviously rather weak , and only number four above has any 
creditability. Because of this it ts easy to see, that while 
the progra...'lls of both the Sover:m:nent and private industry i nvolve 
many more men and much higher annual expenditures , the UT'I..iver-
sities remain the chief s ource of fundamental scientific ad-
vances .- (2 ) At the present time, it is generally agreed upon 
by our scientifi c l eaders that t his important source is not do-
ing enot~h due to a lack of fi!l~ncial resot~ces . Strenuous 
efforts ar e being made to encourage industryJand the Federal 
Goveri121ent to increase t hese resources through donations to 
t~ ... e Universities . (3 ) 
As far as t he Federal Gover~1ent is concerned , the re-
search conducted or s ponsored by the goverw'llent has been ap-
plied. However , in recent yearsJthe government has become 
more cognizant of the value of basic research~and has given 
increased support to basic research both in t _eir mm labor-
tories~and by gr ant s and contracts to universities &~d ot her 
laboratories . (4) 
'iith regard to private industry , it appears t hat finan-
(1) #36 , P. 48 
(2) #22 , P. , 11 
(3) #22 , P. ' II 
(4) # 22 , P. 10 
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cial donations to the universities will have to come from the 
large firns . The small company has the problem of deciding on 
the most profitable areas for research1 with its relatively lim-
ited budget . It cannot afford to maintain ru1 exploratory group 
to study general problems , although it may be possible on a 
specific problem. (l) The conclusion to be dravv.n from tl1is 
point isJthat if private industry is to participate in building 
up a store-house of basic data, it will be largely the respon-
sibility of the larger firms . 
But even here , any rmrlt done by private industry in the 
area of basic research will , for the most part , have to be in 
tha fo rm of donations. A. c. Pigou pointed out that uncompen-
sated services are often randered v;hen resourees are devoted 
to the fundamental proble:os of' research. ·;f..r'lenever al'1 imurove-
ment in a product or procedure is made which cannot oo patent-
ed or kept secret, the reward is usually transferred from t he 
discoverer to the general public in the form of 1o~r prices . (2) 
Basic Research clearly fits into t l1is catergor~ and explains 
the lack of its presence in most industrial programs . 
(1) #22 , P. 46 
(2) #24 , P. 185 
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CH.APrER V 
THE RBLATI IS IP OF SIZE TO RESEA.'iCH 
The preceding chapters have u:rovided the background ma-
terial necessary to evaluate the f'indings of the presaat one . 
In deter~ning the relationship of size to research in Ameri-
can Industry , multiple correlation is used in order that the 
significance of other factors can be measured . The Doolittle 
1ethod of solving a set of simultaneous , symmetrical linear 
equations vres used in determ:Lning the dee;ree of relationship , 
and the more complex mathematical procedures are outlined in 
the appendix. In setti..Ylg up these procedures , it was necessary 
to obtain the most suitable information available . It is im-
portant to note that ideal info1 .. mation was not always abtain-
able and as a consequence the reliability of the results must 
be ·evaluated with this point in mind . 
General Procedures of' th~_Qo_rrelati on 
The general procedure involved in the study vras to relate 
the amount of research and development conducted or financed 
by &~erican Industry , represented by the dependent variable (y) 
to four independent variables . Eight major industrial classes 
based o~ the Standard Industrial classif'ication and includi11g 
ChemQcal and Allied Products , Professional and Scientific 
Instruments , ubber Products , Primary :. etal I ndustries , Electri-
cal Equipment , Jla.chinery , Fabricated l:Ietal Products and Ordnance , 
and Food and Kindred Products were selected as being representa-
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tive or American Industry not only because of the diverse na-
ture or their products , services and activities, but also be -
cause of their flexibility in :fitting into the five variable 
groupings . The independent variables include size (X1 ) , meas -
ured by the number or employees working in each firm , market 
structure (X2), measured in terms of extent or monopolistic 
concentration, :federal government research contracts as a :factor 
in private RD (X3) , and Growth (X4) , also measured in terms 
of employment . 
RD (Y) and Size (Xl ) 
Size and RD data was available from four different sources 
which included surveys conducted for the National Association 
of Manufacturers , the Harvard Business School , Division of Re-
search, The National Science Foundation , and the f'ederal gov-
ernment . The first two surveys proved unsuitable because the 
sample o.f firms was oriented toward large :firrJs and only pro-
portions or :firms spending on RD or percent of sales dollars 
spent on RD vrere given rather than total dollar gigures . This 
made it impossi_ble to develope proper .figures .for the correla-
tion problem. or the last two , both or which were conducted 
by the Department of' Labor ' s Bureau of Labor Statistics , the 
latter ' s sampling procedures vrere heavily oriented towards gov -
ernment sponsored research and there:fore ansatis:factory for a 
general analysis . It was the third survey which most adequate-
ly fullilled the requirements of this study. 
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This survey of industrial research and development was 
conducted in 1955 for the year 1953 by the Depart:nent of 
Labor ' s Bureau of Labor St~tistics as part of a broad study of 
scientific and engineering research and development undertaken 
by the l ational Science Fow1dation. The sample of companies 
included in the sw."vey v.ras pri marily drawn from a master list 
prepared for the Bureau of Old Age and Survivors Insurance , with 
supplement~FY information from the separate lists of interstate 
railroaas and Federal Reserve B~1~~s . These combined lists in-
cluded nearly 2 , 800 , 000 organizations and represented the most 
comprehensive roster of companies availabae in the United States . 
Before the sample vras drawn , certain industries either LYl-
significant in the research picture or not related to industrial 
RD, were removed !rom the above list . Also, companies below a 
mini:rnumspecifie d size ·were removed, the usual cut off point be-
ing for firms with eight or less employees . By cutting out this 
group a large number of individual invent ors and small groups 
vvorking on RD were excluded .from t he study. 'Ghile a very im-
portant factor in the overall research picture in t he United 
States is t hereby removed , t e dollar figures when spreaa over 
all t he small organizati!h..i1.S in this g:-oup would have amounted to 
a very small amount per firm. vloreover, it is my contention 
that t he great er part of RD s pending in t his size group was 
done by individuals . Sin ce this study is concerned vvith the 
ef.fort J of American industry and not the source of all D, a 
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possible disturbing inf'luence is removed. 
This left a sampling universe of about 162, 000 companies ,, 
Vlhi ch ras stratified by industry and size oroup , and a sample 
of about m.;900 organizations was randomly selected fro n the 
industry- size strata . The questionaires sent out to these 
11 , 600 companies in all manufacturing and most non-agricultur-
al industries , of which 90 percent responded with usable il1for-
rnation, provided material that gave an estimate of the companies 
conductiP~ or financing research , t~e research costs , and many 
related items for the whole of the UPited States . 
By taking all the firms in each size class , whether they 
did any research or not and dividing them into the amo~~t of 
money spent on RD in each of these size groups , an i ndex aver-
age for each firm was determined. Thus , for example , in the 
Chemical and Allied Products Industries the average firn with 
between 8 and 99 employees spent 6 (an index average ) while the 
average firm in this indus try with between 1 , 000 and 4 , 999 em-
ployees spent 1036. The size groups in this study , if used , 
would have necessitated a great deal of approximating , since t he 
open end 5 , 000 and up emplyyee group could not be properly 
E!Veraged . As a result , avera; e sizes vmre developed from sta-
tistics in the U. s . Census of' 11anufacturers edition of 1954. 
For example, the size average for the 8- 99 employee size group was 
obtained by dividing all the firms in this group into the total 
number of employees for the group . Tables 15 through 19 , in 
the appendix, indicate the general form used, including the 
three other variables •. 
Market Structure CX:) 
The second independent variable, market structure , is in-
cluded in this study in order that the effect of concentration, 
as it relates to research, might be determined . As was pointed 
out earlier , the question arose as to what effect market con-
ditions might have on industrial RD spending . . In attempt -
ing to secure data which would have the advantage of classify-
ing the eight industries into either monopolistic or competi-
tive categories, a serious problem arose . Although L~dividual 
industries such as the primary refining of aluminum might be 
considered as havmng monopolistic cha~acteristics on the basis 
of the fact that three firms control most of the industry, no 
such statistics are available for the broader categories used 
here . The primary metal industries which includes this aluminum 
industry , also includes a number of other industries which may 
or may not be entirely controlled by a small number of firms . , 
It was therefore necessary to use data which classified the 
major industrial classes by the relative extent of monopoly in 
them. 
Table 4 shov1s the extent of monopoly , measured by the per-
centage of production in each group a ccounted for by monopolis-
tic industries , for the eight selected industrial classed •. 
onopoly is defined in this context as market structure monopo-
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TabLe 4 
Industry Relative Extent of Monopoly (J.93Q) 
Percent 
ElectricaL Equipment 79 •. 5 
Primary Metal Industries 61 .. 7 
Food & Kindred Products 50. 15 
Chemical & Allied Products 50.-0 
Fabricated Metal Products 
and Ordnance 47. 6 
llachinery 21. 4 
Rubber Products 5 •. 3 
Professional & Scientific 
Instruments - -!Hi 
.Ht- Although this category was not designated in 
the above table, , u. s . Department. of Commerce figures 
indicate that this industry is not significantly c.on._-
trolled by monopolistic elements . Source : #33 , Table 4 
Source : r utter ,, G •. '~larren .. The Extent of 
Enterprise Monopoly in the United States 1899-
1939 •. The University of Chicago Press ,, 1951. 
Table 4 , P .. 83 . 
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ly being measured in ter2s of the degree of control held by a 
small number of lar3e firms in the indus tries 'i7i thin the gener-
al classifications . ·here further qualif'ication rms necessar y , 
other factors such as pricing policies and cross elasticity ar e 
c :;,nsidered . he percent figures ror the eight industries were 
incorporated into the problem as an index. measure . ~ 
G,aye r nment_ _RD_ Cnnt~a ct s (JCe 2 
Vit h regard to the third dependent variable , the Federal 
Govern..-nent _ D contracts factor , table 9 indicates their ex-
tent in relation to private industrial research and develop-
Ir..ent . It points out again v1ha t already has been said a bout the 
strong irJ'luence they play upon all research and development . 
I t has been included in t:e problem in order t~t so~ indica -
tion of it s relationship to the research expenditures of the 
sample industries can be determined . The f i gures of tab~e 5 [ 
are based on the same survey that the Y and x1 var iables vrere 
taken from. Based on this table , the percent figures for the 
eight industries -vere included in the problem as an index. 
Using these percent figures serve the same purpose as the actu-
al dollar figures and allowed for :::;reater ease in .D...andling . 
Gr mvth CX1 ) 
The fourth i ndependent . vari able the growth factor , has 
been i.11.cluded in this study in order to determine whether or 
not research expenditures are del)endent. tlpon grov1ing demands 
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Cost or Government-Financed Research and Development Related 
to Total Cost o~ Research and Developmen~ 
Industry Total Cost o~ Indus-
trial Research and 
Development 
(in millions) 
All industries 3,664.4 
Aircraft & Parts 758.() 
Electrical 
Equipment 743.0 
Pr~essional and 
Scientific 
Instruments 1'71."7 
Telecommunications 
and Broadcasti1~ 113.0 
Machinery 318.:9 
Fabricated hletel 
Products and 
Ordnance 103.0 
Chemicals and 
Allied Products 361.1 
Petroleum Products 
& E8tract1ons 145.]9 
Primary Metal Industies 59.8 
Other Industries 889.4-
Source: it ~s, P. 17 
Cost of Government-
Financed Research and 
Develonment 
Total cost 
(in millions) 
1,357 .'3 
639.8 
404.0 
76.f!. 
58.~ 
57 .f?. 
82.(7 
8.19 
8.£ 
4.~ 
66.P 
Percent 
of total 
cost 
37.1. 
84 •. 14-
54.6 
44.7 
52.£ 
17.19 
31.~ 
2.6 
5.'6 
7.'6 
7.4 
in new areas _ of consumer p1 ... ef'erence and if so , to what degree . 
Growth was ~eastu ... ed here in terms of t he amount of increase i n 
the number of employees in the industry, as shovm in table 6. 
Using a value added tachnique would necessitate taking ac-
count of price ch~~es ; using stock market indicators can be 
based on human intuitions , the fact that research is done , .-.' 
Growth was measured in the years immediately before and after 
the year in vihich the size and RD figures were developed. In 
this way , past , present and future growth performance is con-
sidered. : .~.owever , it was found that growth and market struc-
ture monopoly were highly correlated with each other and includ-
ing both in the study would cause indeterrllnance of the para-
mater estimates , almost as if. one of them were counted twice . 
Because of this inter- dependency , one had to be removed from 
the statistical operations . Because the market structures data 
was more reliable , it was used . At t he same time either one 
would have given similar results . 
Results of the Correlation 
Research and development as conducted and financed by 
private Amert~n. firms was correlated with the first three in-
dependent variables outlined above through the statistical pro-
cedures of the Doolittle Method of solving simuJ.taneous sym-
metrical linear equations . The procedures and results (tables 
15 thru 19) are fully covered in the a ppendix. , 
Table 19 shows that the coefficient of determiP~tion for 
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Ta J l€' 6 
Industry Number of Production and Percent 
Related Workers Average or 
for the Year Change ( t : 1 ouse.nds ) 
1947 1955 
Electrical Equipment 635 759 
Food & Kindred Products 1 1-ow 1,155 
Chemical & Allied 
Products 464 510 
Fabriceted Metal 
Products 823 885 
Prima.ry Metal Products 1,012 1 ,076_ 
(Scientific) Instruments 
and Related Products 194 202 
Rubber Products 214 213 
Machinery 1,249 1,223 
Source: The ECDnom1c A.1Jr¥ul.ac , ThoJ.:~B.s Y. Crowell 
Company, Inc., New York, 1958 , P. · 188. 
191! 
12,( 
10}! 
8?! 
~ 
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-
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t~e ~our variable problems , signified by R2123 , amounts to . 431. 
This coe~~icient shows that 43 . 1 percent of the total variation 
in RD spending can be explained by size , market structure mono-
poly and Gover~~ent RD contr a cts . Separate measures were made 
involvj_ng only tv1o and three variables in order to c::;.etermine 
nhat degree of the explained ve.riation in RD cou~d be attribu-
ted to each of the independent variables . In tbis way it was 
found that size alone explained 34. 8fo of the variation; n~rket 
structure vms responsible for explairling 9. 7~ of the variation. 
that size did not ; and Government contracts vms responsible for 
explab1ing an additional 9 . 4fo of the variation. rowever , in the 
case of the Jzst variable , its standard error of estimate vras 
too la_ge , indicating it was insignificant . Also , market struc-
ture monopoly , despite a low standard error of esti~te , did __ 
not add significantly to the ex~)lanation of variation in the 
RD. Since growt~1 has a high degree o~ relationship to m.arl1:.et 
structure , it may be concluded that this variable ' s importance 
is not very different f'rom market structure~ 
From the coefficient of deterrnina tion, the coef'ficient of 
correlation can be developed by getting it ' s square root . The 
coeff'icients of correlation , which are de ·ined as the sauare 
roots of the proportion of variation explained in the dependent 
variable , a~ount to . 658 for the three independent variable 
study and • 59 for tl:1e s.:.~mle independent va_ iable study. Thus , 
whether s i ze Govern:.1ent contracts and market structure monopoly 
(or Grmvth) , or size by itself are related to resea!'ch and de -
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velopment spending, a significant a~O lL~t of the variation in 
R~ is not explained. 
The four indepencient variables considered were found to be 
the only measurable relevant factors wl1ich could be introduced. 
It is possible to introduce enough variables to explain 100 
percent of the varia tion since even a measure of sunspots would 
explain some variation, because of chance . However , this would 
serve no purpose since the coefficients o1' the irrelevant vari-
ables would not be significant . 
One other significant factor which was developed in the 
correlations relate to the RD spenciing of the la~€$t size group . 
When the variables are correlated on t:J.e oasis of the first four 
size groups only , better than 50 percent of the variation in RD 
is explained by the independent variables . ../hat this means is 
that the inclusion or the large firm class into the problem 
caused a lowering in the correlation. The reason for this is 
that the change in RD expenditures a:1ong the large firms is not 
. 
correspondingly matc~1.ed b~r the inc_ease in size, the ef"f'ect of 
narket structure monopoly and Government contracts . This fact 
inciicates that at least a part of the money spent for research 
and development ean be attributed to an interval factor which 
is relatively unique in the large firms operations . In 
conclusion , it is a lack of s ui t able data anci _ot a lack of 
reasons w:lich ~kes a complete measure o1 all the relevant 
1'actors related to cthe variations in RD impossible . 
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Conclusions 
In developing material ror the main theme of this paper , 
certain facts were brought out which are deserving of further 
consideration by themselves . First of all, some very strong 
points have been made concerning the acute problems small firms 
have to overcone when t hey consider addi!~ the fQDCtion of re-
search and development to their: industrial programs . WPile 85 
percent of the firms conducting or financing RD have 500 or 
less employees , the percentage of small firms doing research 
and the amount of money they spend on_ i t do not compare with 
the larger firms . A lack of funds is the decisive barrier , but 
as pointed out previously, a small firm has tne opporttmity to 
use the money saving facilities of outside sources . 0~ the al-
ternatives , tha consulting laboratories appear to ofrer the 
best solution for those firms which cannot afford their own 
facilities . But surveys have shown that the small firm has 
proven to be reluctant to make full use of this and other al-
ternatives . \!Ihile one must probe deeper into tha thinking of 
small business management to ootermine exactly vvhy this is so , 
it must be concluded that potential researdh and development 
spending by small t•irms has gone wanting 91 It has been shown 
that there are advantages to having private research facilities , 
but this does not account f'or firms which ca11.not sin..k large a -
mounts of money into their ovm lab and might make use of the 
consulting laboratories which do not necessitate a large amount 
of sunk capital . 
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'i'ith regard to federal government research contracts , 
whi ~ it has been shovm that the small .firm • s RD programs are 
more proporti.:nw.tely enlare;ed by the ad.di tion of' government 
sponsored research,the question o~ whether or not they should 
be allotted more has not been resolved . Like the small .firms , 
the medium sized f'irms may be more deserving o.f a greater 
amount o.f these contracts . It is suggested that much o.f the 
advances made in giving small f'irms a chance to obtain govern-
ment contracts tl~ough the subcontract system might not only 
be expanded but applied mo_e ·heavily to the mediur2 size .firms. 
The results of' such actions might have the ef.fect o.f adding a 
more competitive factor to American Industry. · 
As was pointed out in Chapter 4, the most dominant f'actor 
which company ' s consider rrhen they are spendi!l._s .for research is 
competition. In the case of' the small .firm, more decisive ac-
tion on their part to do RD , could stimulate more research on 
all levelsl. Not only would pressure be brought to bear upon 
the larger .fir.JlS who vrould be conf'ronted with stronger competi-
tion through technological development, but other less active 
smaller .firms vrithin the same industries would be stimulated to 
embark upon programs o.f their own. Once one f'irm starts a pro -
gram , his competitors are soon lfte.ly to .follow. (l) Also, as 
pointed out above , t .. e awarding of' more government contracts t o 
those .firns which do not dominate their industries could also 
add to the vigor o.f competition. 
The conclusions to be drawn f'rom the statistical calcula-
(1) 1¥20 , P. 13 
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tions.of this paper have more than one facet . First , of the 
factors used to explain the variations in research and develop-
ment , size was found to be the most influential. r. vhile not 
significant enough to be considered the deciding factor , it has 
been shou.n that it relates to research to a far greater degree 
than any of the three other variables . The effect of market 
conditions , the second independent variable , explained auch a 
small amount of the variation in RD that it can not be consid-
ered significant Tbis data indicated that monopolistic condi-
tions as they exist in Americru1 industry,neither significantly 
detract nor stimulate research and development . 
In the same way , growth cannot explain the levels of re-
search spending to any significant degree . I t appears that in 
any industry, whether grmvth is a characteristic or not , com-
panies conduct or finance RD. ·hether profits can be realized 
through increased savLDgs or expanding markets, if research can 
add to a firms income , it will be utilized 
The third variable , Government RD contracts also proved 
to be an insignificant factor in explaining variations in the 
amount of research conducted by private enterprize . As a re-
sult of these developments , almost ~0 percent of the research 
and development is le!~ unexplained. Just what the factors 
are could not be determined within the scope of this paper and 
it is only through other studies, studies v1hich will approach 
the problem from other directions, that they v;ill be determined. 
However , al~hough size as a measurement did not explain 
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variation to a greater degree , some relevant conclusions con-
cerning the largest size firr~ can be made . First of all, sev-
enty perce.fflt of the research dollars come from firma viith 5 , 000 
or more employees , despite t e fact that they employ only forty 
percent of the v1orkers that are employed by firms doing resear ch. ! 
This fact , in itself , indicates the profound effect the larger 
firms have on the nations research. 'tlhether or not their spend-
ing leads to proportionately more important new products and 
services v1as not determined here . However , it has been shown 
that where very large expenditures and long periods of time are 
involved in the development of a product , only the large firms 
are able to take on the project . Also , because the smaller 
firm cannot afford to spend signif"icant amounts of money on pr o-
jects which do not have a reasonable chance of proving profit-
able , it is only t he large firms , with their greater financial 
strength, that can afford to support some basic research. Based 
on these points , it is my conclusion that the larger firms are 
a key and necessary element in our economy , insuri~~ t~3t major 
tec~_nological developments , that might otherwise not be made , 
can be made in our free enterprise enonomic system. 
Finally , as pointed out in chapter II , t he Research and 
Development picture in t he United States has changed consider-
ably since 1953 , the year in which t he data for this study was 
prepared. Once adequate data is worked out for 195a or 1959 , 
a more up - to -date correlation betweru1 size and research can be 
made . o conclusion can be made here regarding the possible 
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outcome of such a study , it can only be suggested that a great 
deal of more and complementary information could be tLYlcovered 
concerning the relationship of size to research in American 
Industry. · 
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Anpendix 
Procedures o~ the study 
In attempting to determine the degree o~ correlation be -
tween research and development , and size , market structure mon-
opoly , Federal Goverr~ent Contracts and growth , multiple corre--
lation was employed. The procedure used was the Doolittle ·1ethod 
o~ solving a set o~ simultaneous , symmetrical linear equations . 
The eight industry classes and RD ~igures vvere talten ~rom 
a survey conducted ~or t~e Jational Science Foundation and were 
developed in the ~ollowing way. First , of the thirteen industry 
classes which could have been used , eight were chosen which o~ ­
~ered the advantages of representli1g a good cross section o~ 
American I ndustry and enough ~lexibility such tl~t material ~or 
the other variables could be developed . For example , the indus-
trial class , Aircraft and Parts , although included in this sur-
vey vm.s not available as such in the sources used to develop 
t Pe other variables . 
The RD ~igures used were developed in the ~ollovling way. 
The costs of research &~d development for each size gDoup , shown 
in table 7, were divided by the corresponding number o~ firms 
conducti~~ this RD , shown in table 8 9! Then , in order that all 
firms be considered , the percent figures in table 9 were mul-
tiplied ti es t he correspondi~~ quotient . In this way the aver-
age number of dollars each firm in all t~e industry groups used 
on RD vvas determined. The results o~ these procedures are in-
cluded in table 10. From t is table t~e figures for the eight 
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Table rz... 
Cost of Research and Development By Size or Company and Industry 
(in millions or dollars) 
Industry Companies with Total Employment of -
500o+ ~ 100-499 500-999 1000-4999 
l4anuf'act uri:ng 
Industries 145.6 21:3.J?. 136.1 457.2 2515.-19 
Food & Kindred 
Products 6.1. 2.1?- 1.~ 9.~ 35.p 
Chemical and 20.!6 27.~1 22.1 67.3 224.0 
Allied Products 
Petroleur:1 Prod- 5.0 2.~ 1.~ 27.~ 109.(; 
ucts & Extractions 
Rubber Products l.J. 2.0 o.t 3.1 46.6 
Prizoo.ry IJetal 
Industries 1.7 1.8 0.7 11.1 44.~ 
Fabricated Metal 
Prod,<.cts & 
Ord na.nce 12.4 12.2 10.8 4£.3 25.7 
Machinery M .. l 38.9 22.7 8o.o 143.2 
Electrical 
Equipment 294J- 66.p 33e'7 97.0 516.19 
Aircraft and 
Parts 2.17 8.4 19.6 46.'7 600.8 
Professional & 
Scienti.fic 
Instruments 7 .fR. 24.•7 12.1£1 23.8 103.:1 
Other Ma.nufact-
uring Industries 25.~ 26.6 lO.p_ 49.~ 586.~ 
Non-manufacturing 
Industries 13.G 13.1 12.17 37.1 120.p 
Source: 11'36, P. 65 
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+Able .§ _ 
COMPANIBS CONDUCTDJG RESEARCH AND DEVELO~IT 1 BY SIZE OF 
COMPANY AND INDUSTRY 
Industry 8-99 J.Q0-499 500-999 1000-4999 5000+ 
Manufacturing 
Industries 8580 3280 840 845 314 
Food & Kmdred 
Products 520 180 70 51 
Chemical & Al-
lied Products 1310 190 50 64 26 
Petroleum Pro-
ducts & Ex 
tractions 190 30 10 18 18 
Rubber Products 90 40 10 17 10 
Primary Metal 
Industries 130 150 40 64 29 
Fabricated Metal 
Products and 
Ordnance 1040 540 70 75 15 
Machi11ery 2210 650 140 1 69 40 
Elec.trical 
Equipment 690 260 80 88 18 
Aircraft & Parts 90 20 10 17 19 
Pro.fessional & 
Scientific 
Ins truments 350 90 20 32 10 
other Manufact- 1960 1130 330 250 100 
uring Industries 
Non-Manu.facturing 
Industries 980 440 100 11.2 
Source: ff36 ' P •. 59 
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Table 4 
·-
--
Companies Conducting or Financing Research and Detelopment as 
Perc!ent o£ all Companies, By Size of Company 
Indu,stry 8-99 J.00-499 500-999 1000-4999 5090± 
Manuf'ac:t uring 
Industries 10.0- 27.~ 46.14 63.0 94.16 
Food &: Kindred 
Products 6.0 21.14 44.'9 51.0 89.6 
Chemical and Al-
lied Products 40.4- 48.7 69.i6 98.5 100.0 
Petroleum Products 
and Extractions 5.18 M.l4 44.1 76.9 90.0 
Rubber Produats 23.16 29.~ 40.6 75.0 100.(1 
Primary Me tal 
Industries 5.6 31.14- 32.~ 6.9.() 96.;7 
Fabricated Metal 
Products &: 
Ordnance 14.8 41.!7 43.~ 70.4 100.0 
Machinery 30.0 46.~ 71.18 85.4 100.0 
Electrical Equi prnent40 .P 53.6 74.6 91.:7 100.0 
A1rc~-t &: Parts 62.-e ~5.'9 97 .e 89.5 100.0 
Professional and 
Scientific 
Instruments 27.9 39.•7 65.4 97.0 100.() 
Other Manufactur-
1ng Industries 4.7 19.€ 38.£ 43.6 9o.e 
Non-Manufacturing 
Industries 0•6 6.'8 13.0 l9.f> 47.4 
Source: #3El,P.60 
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TablE· Io. 
RD Indt:n:: of Industrial Firms By Size Groups 
Industry Companies with Total Employment of- - -
8-99 100=499 500-999 1000-4992 5000+ 
Manufacturing 
Industries 171.71 1787.5 
Food & Kindred 
Products 
Chemical & Allied 
Products 
70.2 
634.28 
Petroleum Products 
& Extractions 152.54 
Rubber Products 287.92 
Primary Metal 
Industries 72.05 
26l.C8 
6944.62 
3209.52 
1465.0 
376.8 
Fabricated Metal Products 
& Ordnance 176.12 942.42 
MachinefY 462.0 2780.7 
Electrical 
Equipment 1688.0 13710.88 
Aircraft & 
Parts 18840.0 10876.0 
Professional & Scientific 
Instruments 574.74 10893.68 
Other Manufacturin~ 
Industries 1.1 449.28 
Non-manufacturing 
Industries 8.1 202.64 
7516.e 34089.3Y 7578oo.o 
898.0 
30763.2 103572.75 861540.0 
5292.0 116634.23 548000.0 
3654,.0 13680.0 466000.0 
563.5 12068.64 148666.7 
6665.76 39705.6 171333.3 
11638.78 40428.36 358000.0 
31421.52 101080.91 2871680.0 
170625.0 245865.45 3583157.0 
42183.0 721.38.9 1031000.0 
1168.92 8595.6 528380.0 
1651.0 15698.68 88ooo.o 
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selected industry classes were adjusted to fit tnto the equa-
tions and are included in the first two columns of table 11. 
The third colwm~ of Table 11 , indicates the figures de -
veloped for the first independent variable , size . As vms point -
ed out in the last chapter , all the fir~s in the country group-
ed by size with the corresponding number of' employees ·were in-
cluded in the United States Census of ,Ianufacturers 1954 edition. 
By dividing the former by the latter , a good approximation of 
the average size firm in e~ch size group was obtained. The five 
average s izes were repeated eight times , covering each industry 
used . 
The market structure figures indicated in column four were 
tal{en from Table 4 a..YJ.d multiplied by ten to allow greater ease 
of handling in the computations . The fourth independent varie 
able , in colum..n. five , were developed foom Table 5 , and were ad-
justed in much the sane vray as X2 .! These adjustments mentioned 
above do not in any way ef'fe ct the results and aid in the cal-
culations . The S col~ is used for checki1~ purposes . 
Growth , the fourth independent variable was not included in 
the problem since it would cause difficulties to develope in t he 
results . Before the indeuendent va riables were put into the 
equations , they were individually correlated with each other . 
As Table 12 indicates , the coef'ficients of correlation for each 
measure talten showed that only in the case of Grov1th and market 
structure vras there a significantly high degree of correlation. 
A test correlation including this variable was made and it was 
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'!'able ll 
Industry RD Size Market Government 
Groups y xl Structure Contracts s 
x2 XJ 
1 Chemical 6 30 500 300 ~6 2 and 3g~ 220 500 300 1, ~ ~ Allied 700 500 300 l,Bo 
Products 1,036 1,750 500 jOO 3,586 
5 B,615 6,200 500 300 15,615 
6 Professional 6 30 100 4,500 4.6~6 
~ and 109 220 100 4,500 4,929 Scientific 422 700 100 4,500 5,722 
9 Instruments 721 1,750 100 4,500 7,071 
10 10,310 6,200 100 4,500 21,110 
11 3 30 50 100 1B3 
12 Rubkr 15 220 . ~0 100 fa~ 13 .36 700 50 100 14 Products 137 1,750 50 100 2,037 
15 4,660 6,200 so 100 11,010 
16 1 30 620 700 1,351 
lJ Prima17 ~ 220 620 700 1,5~ 1 Metal 700 b20 700 2,02 
19 Industries 121 1,750 620 700 3,191 
20 1,4tj7 6,200 620 700 9,007 
21 17 30 Boo 5,400 6,~7 22 Electrical 137 220 Boo 5,400 b,5 1 
23 1,6~ 100 Boo 5,400 7,21~ 24 Equipment 1,750 Boo 5,400 B,96 
25 28,717 6,200 Boo 5,400 41,117 
26 5 30 210 1,tj00 2,04~ 
~~ Machinery 28 220 210 1,Boo 2,25 116 700 210 l,Boo 2,B26 
29 404 1,750 210 1,tj00 4,1&4 
30 3,580 6,200 210 1,800 11,790 
31 1 30 500 100 631 
.32 Food 3 220 500 100 B23 
33 and 9 100 500 100 1,309 
.34 Products 95 1,750 500 100 2,~5 35 897 6,200 500 100 1, 97 
36 Fabricated 2 30 4BO 3,200 3,712 
~ Metal 9 220 480 3,200 3,912 Products 67 100 ~0 3,200 4,~7 39 and 397 1,750 480 3,200 5, 27 
40 Ordnance 1.a11J 6,.200 Y:tj0 J1 200 111 ,29J 
Totals 65,601 71,200 16,300 80,500 233,601 
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'l'able 12 
TWo - Variable Correlations 
Growth - GoTernment Contracts 
y ~ 
1' •• 38 
Growth - Market Structure 
y Il 
r • .92 
Market Structure - Government Contracts 
Y xl 
r :s .20 
Sise - GoTernment Contracts 
Y xl 
r • .06 
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fou.Yld that all but the size variable had high standard error of' 
estimates . By dropping this variable , market structure was 
cleared up , but the government contracts f'actor was not . Since 
it was f'ound t 1.at it did not have a high correlation with the 
other independent variables , this could be included regardless . 
Tables 13 and 14 trace the ma:therrJB.tical procedures used to 
develope the R2 . To the reader vvho wishes to trace through 
these calculations, E stands for sigma; L st~Ylds for alpha . 
The results of' these calculations are outlined in Table 18:. 
In part (a), R2123 , which is called the coe.fficient of de-
termination and is the proportion of' the total variation in the 
dependent variable t at has been explained by use of' the esti-
mating equations, amounts to . 431 . · Since the data in this proe~ 
lem vras based on a sample (the 11, 600 company sample explained 
in the previous chapter) it was necessary to determine whether 
or not the R2123 ' s value is significant . This is done by em-
ploying an F test , and as Table 15 shows, it is clearly signi-
ficant . The ~ is used to adjust the degrees of freedom , re-
movi.ng some of' the measures t hat might be due to chance . The 
Alphas , designated by L, and their corresponding variances are 
also included. Only LG which relates to the Growth variable has 
a standard error that is too large . ' hat this meana is that 
the amount of variation explali1ed by this variable could uell 
be zero as what the ~igures d~ show. Thus , it must be con-
sidered insignificant as a factor in explaini l1.g the levels of 
RD spending . 
~e l~ {Sum ot the Sguarlt) 
y ~ ~ 
y 1,049,083,111 379' 723,600 .34,003,200 
~ 
~ 
x3 
s 
336,334,400 29,014,000 
9,057,000 
Pormu1aa: 
M'n • TXy2 - (S7)2 
MyZ; • 'l'Ky'Z; - (By} ( BZ; ) 
MZ;Z; = TBZ;Z; - (BZ;) (BZ;) 
x3 
234,322,300 
143,290,000 
36,615,000 
31 7' 4Ji4l' 000 
s 
1,697,132,271 
888,362,060 
108,689,200 
731,677,300 
3,425,860,831 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Momenta (A~nted) 
MYY 
37,659,833,239 
MYX1 
~ 
MIX3 
MYS 
MYX1 
10,518,155,200 
MX1g 
8,383,936,000 
MX1~ 
MX1X3 
~s 
MYXa 
290,8)1,700 
~1X2 
0 
~ 
96,590,000 
~3 
~s 
MIX3 MYS 
4,092,011,500 52,560,831,639 
MX1X3 MX1s 
0 18,902,091,200 
~3 MX2S 
152,450,000 539,571,700 MXn MX3s 
o,217,75o,ooo 10,462,211,500 
MX3s MSS 
82,465,006,639 
-.J ()) 
• 
_!able U 
nxlxl RX1X2 KtlX3 KX1Y s (1) 83.839 0 0 105.182 1 0 0 96.099.04 
J11X2X2 RX2X3 ~y (2) 966 1 • .s:zs 2.908 0 1 0 5.400 
la:jt) HX.3Y (3) 62.178 40.920 000 1 103.098 (.5) 8J.8.39 0 0 10$~182 1 0 0 189.022 
.A B D (6) 1 0 0 1.254,6 
.000012 0 0 2.25461 ( 7) 966 l.S2S 2.908 0 1 0 5.400 c B (8) 1 l.S787 ).01()4 0 .001035 0 
(9) S9. 110.4B )6)29.14 0 -1.5787 l 96.099. (10) , 
.6078 0 -.000026 .00017 l.b07996 .... 
~ ~ ~ 1.254,6 2-0474 .6078 
.11 
.,u 
"1.3 
.000012 
.000767 0 
a).Z Jf22 J92.3 
.00004J. 
-.000026 
-J )133 ~ 
• 
• 00017 
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Table 15 
. esult s of the Study 
(a) R2125 = . 431 
R212~ - . 366 
F = 9 . 13 (significant st 
the . 005 level ) 
(unadjusted) §~ = 6122 . 1 
adjusted S = 153 
11 = 1 . 2546 - 2 s 
Lz = 2 . 0474 s2 
13 - • 6078 s2 -
----- - - ---- - -- - - - -
(b) R212 = . <372 
R212 = . ·320 
(c) RI = . 548 
fi21 = . 313 
11 = . 00735 
~ = . 25101 
13 = 1 . 04076 
- --- - ----
(d) Coefficients of partial determination 
Gover~~ent Contracts (X3) - R23 " . 094 
Uarket Structure (X2) - R22 = . 097 
---- -
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Part (b) , which includes only the size and market struc-
ture independent variables ·LD the R212 , and Part (c) , which 
includes only size in the R21 , were worked out in order to de-
termine what amount of the variation in RD could be explained 
by each independent variable . Reversing the order of (a) , (b) , 
and (c ), it can be seen just how much the addition of another 
of the independent variables added to the explanation of the 
variation in RD. · Part (d) , indicates the coefficients of 
partial determination for x3 and x2 and show·s what variation 
would have been explained had only one or the other been relat-
ed to D separately •. 
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1 . 
Spending for research and development accounts for a 
significant and integral part OL the nation ' s gross national 
product . In 1953, private industry conducted or tinanced more 
than five billion dollars worth. The ~ojor purpose of tb~s 
thesis is to determine if a relationship between size and re -
search in American industry can be found through the use of a 
statistical model . 
Within the various size groups in private industry , the 
S2I12,ll firms encounter situations v.-hi ch help explain variations 
D~ research spending among ~the companies . /Vhen a small com-
pany attempts to embark upon a research program of its ov1n,: 
t he financial barrier is often too great to overcome . To 
operate their ovJn research facilities requires a le.rge initial 
outlay of money , and there is a certain minimum mLnual ex-
penditure tha t must be make to keep the program rw.ning . hile 
outside facilities such as the lmiversity type laboratories, 
the trade association laboratories , and the consulting labora-
tories ofrer inexpensive research programs , the small firms have , 
for the most part , preferred to do RD work in their ovr.n labora-
tories . Although certain unique advantages are thereby secured , 
it is apparent that I!lore research spendj_ng would be incurred 
if small firms directed more research dollars into the excellent 
outside facilities . 
At the othe .:- end of the size scale , the large firms do 
not encounter these financial difficulties and have es:tablished 
a more i mposing record. fuile only 10;~ of the small r'irms con-
duct or finance research and develop~ent program5, 90/o of the 
2 . 
l arge firms have programs . :oreover , the large firms acc m1.nt 
for 7Wo of all the industrial RD done , although they employo 
only 4~ of those people vrho vrork 1'or fir11s doing researdh. 
Despite the fact that there is a lack of agreenent among 
theorists as. to what kind of market conditions does the most 
to foster industr~l research , large firms , just by their size 
\ 
alone , possess a superior position in the abiltty to conduct 
s ound RD programs . 1Iore specifically , large .firms are a nee-
eesary .factor in insuring high levels o.f private spending f'or 
research and development in .American i.ndust~7. · 
Governn1ent research contracts accounted .for one third of 
the total research and developnent spendi11g d::me by American L~ 
i ndustry in 1953. Because of a system of sub- contracts which 
allov1s a company v;ithout expensive apparatus to bid on , or 
otherwise obtain , government RD contracts , &mall and medium 
sized firms have been given an opportunity to add to their re-
search division' s pr ograms . Although it has been found that 
small f'irms do not supplement govern::Jent RD ·work 11i th their 
ovm , to the extent that larger fir::::lS do , it is suggested that 
the gov ernment should o.ffer s1m.ller firms a greater share of 
the contracts in order to stioulate more competition in industry. 
In attempting to determine the relationship of size to 
resear ch , gover.mnent RD contracts , ma_ 'L:.et conditions , e.nd growth 
vmre c onsidered in order to determine v;hat effect they might 
have on RD spending . Th...rough the use of mult i ple correlation, 
3 . 
it was folmd that the fou~ independent variables exulained 
- ~ 
only 40/o of the variation in the dependent variable, RD spend-
ing . Tile size factor , by itself, exnlained 34/o of the varia-
tion , t ... e other three independent variables explaining only 
negligible amounts . While the results of' the statisticel study 
aid not significantly explain t:1.e levels of RD spending and a 
lack of suitable data made a proper expl anation of" the remain-
ing variation impossible certain sound conclusions were dravm 
f'rom the correlations . 
First, market conditions , growth and gover~Jnent contracts 
(subject to imperfections in their use in t he mathematical op-
erations ) are not a criterion in explaining what determines 
variations in RD spending a~8~~ industrial firms . Also , size 
as a measure , uhile not explaining a large enough percentage 
of the variation to be considered significant , i . e .. · the major 
criteria, it does go a long vray tovrards f'illing the gap . 
In conclusion, it must be pointed out that the question 
of what causes variation in RD spending among industrial firms 
was exa::nined f'rom only one direction and even within this 
narrov; area , up- to-date and the most suitable data was not _ 
available . 
